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Logistics

• Due Thursday at noon (via Canvas)
• My office hours are virtual today – email/talk to me if you’d like 

to meet
• No lab Friday
• Quiz Monday, as usual



Last time: Potential reasons for replication 
failure

1. Fraud
2. Actual change in population effect
3. Error in reporting/analysis
4. Hidden moderator
5. Inadequate materials/description
6. Data-depending analysis (“p-hacking”/”HARKing”)
7. File drawer problem (“publication bias”)
8. Low study precision



Choosing your analysis based on seeing your data/the 
outcome of a test (“analytic flexibility”)

“p-hacking”/”Questionable research practices” (QRP)

“…it is unacceptably easy to publish statistically 
significant evidence consistent with any hypothesis” --
Simmons, Nelson, & Simonsohn, 2011

Data-dependent analysis



Examples of p-hacking

Collect more data? 
Should some observations be excluded? Which ones?
Which conditions should be combined with which ones?
Which measures should we analyze? Should we transform the 
measure?
Which control variables should we consider?
Should we include pilot data?



Try your hand at p-hacking!

http://shinyapps.org/apps/p-hacker/

Goal: get a publishable finding (i.e. p < .05) 

• How many significant p-values can you get?
• What things can you do to increase the likelihood of getting a 

significant p-value?



Reason 8: Low study precision

Some expected variability in 
effect size due to sample size; 
less variability with larger 
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Power is related to sample size and 
effect size

(Krzywinski & Altman, 2003) 

Null (H0) H1 Low	precision	->	low	power



(Bergmann et al., 2018)

Power is often low, leading overestimations of effect size



Potential reasons for replication failure

1. Fraud
2. Actual change in population effect
3. Error in reporting/analysis
4. Hidden moderator
5. Inadequate materials/description
6. Data-depending analysis (“p-hacking”/”HARKing”)
7. File drawer problem (“publication bias”)
8. Low study precision



Why does replicability matter?

Kuhl (2004)

Our goal as scientists is to build predictive theories

But, if the experiments 
our theories are built on 
aren’t real, then our 
theories are bad too.



How can we increase replicability?

1. Fraud
2. Actual change in population effect
3. Error in reporting/analysis
4. Hidden moderator
5. Inadequate materials/description
6. Data-depending analysis (“p-

hacking”/”HARKing”)
7. File drawer problem (“publication bias”)
8. Low study precision

Strategies for reducing 
rates for failed 
replications due to false 
positives

Reproducibility practices 

Solution

Reproducibility practices 



Solutions

• Designed to reduce “questionable research practices”, like p-hacking.
• And, therefore increase replicability 

1. Pre-registration – register your hypothesis and analysis plan 
publically before you collecting your data

2. Registered reports – write the paper and have it reviewed before 
you collect your data.

Daniel Simons on replication solutions: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LYfZr5poCkQ



Pre-registration

• OSF great tool for registration (essentially, time-stamping)
• All levels of specificity
• AsPredicted template (”prereg-lite”) - https://aspredicted.org/
• All the way through full analytic script capture

• Example preregistration from Lewis & Frank, 2018: 
https://osf.io/bxpke



Preregistration – in sum:

• It costs nothing and makes you feel good. 
• If you’re running a study, just try it. 
• It'll make you feel like a scientist.

Slide adopted from 
Mike Frank



Registered Report

Are the hypotheses well founded?

Are the methods and proposed analyses 
feasible and sufficiently detailed?

Have the authors included sufficient 
positive controls to confirm that the 
study will provide a fair test?

“provisionally accepted”

Did the authors follow the 
approved  protocol?

Did positive controls succeed?

Are the conclusions justified by the 
data?

Slide adopted from 
Chris Chambers



c.f. Typical peer-review process



Solutions

• Designed to reduce “questionable research practices”, like p-hacking.
• And, therefore increase replicability 

1. Pre-registration – register your hypothesis and analysis plan 
publically before you collecting your data

2. Registered reports – write the paper and have it reviewed before 
you collect your data.



Alternative: Blind analysis (MacCoun & Perlmutter, 
2015)

• Practice in particle physics
• Define analysis plan after conducted 

study, but not on “real data”
• Have a third party perturb the data in 

some way (data values, labels, or both), 
then conduct analysis “in the dark”
• Once agreed upon analysis plan, 

unblind the data and reveal results



MacCoun &	Perlmutter,	2015



Alternative: Multiverse analysis (Steegen, et al, 
2016)

• Do all the paths!
• “performing the analysis of interest 

across the whole set of data sets that 
arise from different reasonable choices 
for data processing”
• Then examine how sensitive p-value is 

to different choices



Multiverse analysis example

• Durante, Rae, and Griskevicius, 2013
• Being fertile led single women to become more liberal, 

less religious, and more likely to vote for Barack Obama. 
• In contrast, being fertile led women in committed 

relationships to become more conservative, more 
religious, and more likely to vote for Mitt Romney



Multiverse analysis example

Explore effect of decisions yourself:
https://explorablemultiverse.github.io/examples/dataverse/



Interactive apps to explore multiverse

https://mlewis.shinyapps.io/lnhBrowser/



Solutions

• Designed to reduce “questionable research practices”, like p-hacking.
• And, therefore increase replicability 

1. Pre-registration – register your hypothesis and analysis plan 
publically before you collecting your data

2. Registered reports – write the paper and have it reviewed before 
you collect your data.

3. Blind analysis – conduct analysis blind to meaning in data
4. Multiverse analysis – do all ”forking paths” in analysis



Next up: Meta-analysis!

• How do you combine effect sizes from lots of different 
replications?
• “Quantitative literature review”


